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Ad description
A website and Facebook post for Napoleons Casinos:

a. The website www.napoleons-casinos.co.uk, seen on 16 August 2021, stated on the
home page, “Enjoy unlimited gambling in all of our Napoleons Casinos …”.

b. The post on Napoleons Casinos Facebook page also seen on 16 August 2021 stated,
“Napoleons Casino & Restaurant…Unlimited Gaming Entry into Prize Draws Access to all
our UK Branches”.

c. The FAQs page on the website under the heading “What are the bene�ts of becoming
a Member?” stated, “If you produce appropriate ID you will have access to unrestricted
gambling …”.

Issue
1. The complainant challenged whether the claims “unlimited gambling” and “unlimited
gaming” were socially irresponsible.

2. The ASA challenged whether the claim “unrestricted gambling” was also
irresponsible.

Response



1& 2. The A&S Leisure Group Ltd t/a Napoleons Casinos said they were a fully licensed
casino operator based in the UK and as such were governed by the Money Laundering
Regulations. Since 2007, under those regulations, consumers could enter their casinos
as visitors without identi�cation or as ‘full members’ who had produced valid
identi�cation. Visitors had a limit set on how much they could spend on gaming tables
and slot machines and how much they could cash out, but the limits did not apply to full
members, hence the term “unlimited gambling”.

Napoleons Casinos said that they had decided some time ago that the technically
correct claim “unlimited gambling” could be misconstrued and so decided to use the
claim “unrestricted gambling” instead and changed all their advertising accordingly.
However, some instances were missed as in the current ads and which had been
amended.

Napoleons Casino's said that they would remove any reference to either "unlimited" or
"unrestricted" gambling on all of their web pages and social media and that those
claims would not appear in any of their marketing material in future.

Assessment
1. & 2. Upheld

The CAP Code stated that ads must not portray, condone or encourage gambling
behaviour that was socially irresponsible or could lead to �nancial, social or emotional
harm. The ASA understood that under the applicable Money Laundering Regulations,
limits were set as to the amounts that members and non-members of Napoleons
Casinos were allowed to spend or cash out at the casino. However, we considered that
most consumers would be unaware that the claim “unlimited gambling” referred
speci�cally to those limits set by the regulations.

We considered that the claim “unlimited gaming” was likely to have the same meaning
as “unlimited gambling” since gaming in a casino inevitably required that consumers
spent money. Therefore, in relation to ads (a) and (b) we considered that the claims
“unlimited gambling” and “unlimited gaming” gave the impression that consumers could
gamble at the casino without limits or restrictions. We therefore considered the ads
promoted that feature as a bene�t of using their service which we considered condoned
or encouraged consumers to engage in irresponsible gambling behaviour that could
lead to �nancial, social or emotional harm.

In relation to ad (c), we noted that Napoleons Casinos had changed their advertising to
refer to “unrestricted gambling” instead of ‘unlimited gambling’ to avoid the claim being
misconstrued and to clarify the meaning. However, we considered that “unrestricted



gambling” would have the same meaning to consumers as ‘unlimited gambling’ and
created the same impression that Napoleons Casinos had no limits or restrictions on
the amount of time or money that consumers were able to spend in their casinos.

We welcomed Napoleons Casino's assurances that they would no longer use the claims
"unlimited" or "unrestricted" gambling and gaming in their ads. However, we considered
that the overall impression of the claims in ads (a), (b) and (c) was that consumers
could gamble without limits or restrictions, and therefore condoned or encouraged
consumers to engage in irresponsible gambling behaviour that could lead to �nancial,
social or emotional harm. We therefore concluded that the ads were irresponsible and
breached the Code.

The ads breached CAP Code (Edition 12) rules      and   (Gambling).

Action
The ads must not appear again in the form complained of. We reiterated to The A&S
Leisure Group Ltd t/a Napoleons Casinos to ensure that in future their ads did not create
the impression that consumers could gamble without limits or restrictions.
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Contact us:

The Advertising Standards Authority Ltd. (trading as ASA), registered in England and
Wales, Registered Number 0733214
 
The Advertising Standards Authority (Broadcast) Ltd. (trading as ASAB), registered in
England and Wales, Registered Number 5130991



 
The Committee of Advertising Practice Ltd. (CAP), registered in England and Wales,
Registered Number 8310744
 
The Broadcast Committee of Advertising Practice Ltd. (BCAP), registered in England
and Wales, Registered Number 5126412
 
All companies listed are registered at: Castle House, 37-45 Paul Street, London, EC2A
4LS [view on map] 

Tel: 020 7492 2222
Click here for FAQs and to submit an enquiry.
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